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ABSTRACT The human factors become the most important factor in aviation safety.
In order to prevent accident, pilots should manage errors in the cockpit. International
Civil Aviation Authority (ICAO) recommends airlines to implement line operation safety
audit (LOSA) to identify the management of errors by pilots and understand real errors
and the competencies. The LOSA may provide metrics of the prevalence of errors
by each types and rate of trapping errors to management enhancing errors. Airlines
may understand how crew respond and manage errors. The operator may enhance
safety once they identify errors and train crew how they manage to reduce the most
mismanagement errors. This study is to provide operators eight recommendations
on how to enhance errors and LOSA understanding human errors collected through
LOSA and enhancing the implementation of LOSA with guidance according to ICAO and
Federal Aviation Administration.
Keywords: Safety management system, Line operation safety audit, Threat and error
management, Crew resource management, Human factors

I. INTRODUCTION

age threats and errors in the cockpit [4]. The International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) recommends that air-

The yearly fatal aviation accident rate per million flights

lines and operators collecting threat and error manage-

is decreased to 0.04 with the continual efforts of aviation

ment (TEM) data in order to improve the threat and error

industries due to effective regulation, strong safety culture

of flight operations, and improve safety through imple-

and technological advances [1]. The aviation accident is

menting line operation safety audit (LOSA) to reduce air-

still occurring not only in airlines but also military air-

craft accidents [5]. To conduct practical TEM it is needed

planes and helicopters. There are mishaps and people

to diagnose and analyze threats and errors accurately for

killed in flight operations [2]. This suggest we need to en-

effective management TEM through LOSA [6].

hance the aviation safety management to achieve safe air
transport system.

This study is to discuss effective ways to improve human
error of pilots in actual cockpit for proactive safety and

Around 70% to 80% of all aviation accidents worldwide

implementing LOSA through the analysis and consulta-

are caused by human factors, require reduction of hu-

tion of the data collected and reviewing manuals for LOSA

man errors in the cockpit [3]. In order to reduce accidents

such as ICAO’s Doc 9803 [5] and Federal Aviation Admin-

caused by human error of pilot, flight crew should man-

istration (FAA)’s Advisory Circular 120-90 [7] for improvement.
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Ⅱ. MATERIALS AND METHODS

practical threats and errors actually occurred in the daily

1. Enhancement of TEM

happened in the organization fixing systems such as stan-

line operation to understand the management of TEM
dard procedures and training.
Pilot errors can be improved using TEM to reduce ac-

1) Understanding TEM
The definition of threats is an event or error that occurs

cident proactively since human factors is major factors of

outside the influence of the pilots increase the operation-

accident. This is why operators should implement LOSA

al complexity of a flight, and requires pilot’s attention.

collecting and analyzing data on TEM to improve human

The errors are defined as action or inaction that leads to

errors. Some airline train TEM to their pilots as a part of

a deviation from crew or organizational intentions or ex-

theory-based teaching without understanding real errors

pectations [7].

in their actual line operations.

The TEM model as in Fig. 1 explains that pilots must
manage threats, errors and undesired aircraft state (UAS)

2. Enhancement of errors

to maintain safety margins every day. The pilots must
manage errors and may induces additional error or an

1) Understanding errors and type of errors
Errors are defined as an action or inaction by the pilots

UAS when mismanaged [5].

that leads deviations from the intention of the crew or the
organization [5].

2) The importance of practical TEM
TEM can be used for reactive analysis after accident

There are three categories of errors which are aircraft

occurred as well. However, it is even better using TEM

handling errors, procedural errors and communication

proactively before accident occurs. TEM is used as the

errors. The aircraft handling errors are committed when

framework for safety data collection, provides informa-

the pilot interacts with the aircraft as manual handling

tion and airline can use the data to understand the TEM

error. The Procedural errors are committed when the pilot

in the cockpit [7]. Approximately 20% are due to machine

interacts with a procedure as checklist error. The com-

or equipment failure. Humans are the major cause of all

munication errors are committed when the pilot interacts

airplane accident [8]. This is why we need to find our

with people including air traffic control, ground crew,
and other crew members [9].
The average procedural errors are approximately 50%,
aircraft handling errors are 33% and communication er-

Threats

rors are 17% of observed errors based on 25 LOSAs over
Inconsequential

Threats
management

Threat induced
incident
or accident

4,500 flights [10]. The airlines may not know what types
of errors prevailing in their flight because it is very difficult to know the types of errors in real cockpit unless
pilot report to the company.

Crew error

2) The management of errors

Crew error
responses

The crew resource management (CRM) has evolved and
new generations to fifth and sixth generation CRM which
include error management since earlier generation of

UAS

CRM has limitations. From fifth generation CRM, aviation
Crew UAS
responses

Error induced
incident or
accident

Fig. 1. Threat and error management model. UAS, unde-

sired aircraft state. Adapted from the article of International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO DOC 9803, 2002;2-24-5) [5].

society has begun focusing that human error is inevitable.
CRM can be functioning as a set of error countermeasures
with defenses if error is inevitable. The lines of defenses
are the avoidance of error, trapping errors and mitigating the consequences of those errors which occur and are
not trapped [11]. About 40% of all observed errors occur
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during descent, approach and landing phase and about

CRM and safety management system (SMS) to manage er-

55% of mismanaged errors by pilots occur during descent,

rors, the safety culture must be in place. The air organi-

approach and landing phase [10]. It is necessary that air

zations may promote safety culture to effectively manage

operators must focus enhancing the management of er-

errors so every pilot adhere the procedures and report

rors for safe operations.

their errors so the operators could respond accordingly
with the SMS. The safety culture must be in place within

3) Crew error response

the organization, so each pilot is dealing flight operations

LOSA considers three possible responses by crews to

with the mine set of SMS proactively. LOSA may provide

errors. First one is “trap” which is an active flight crew

data the safety climate and culture in the cockpit through

response in which an error is detected and managed to

narration by observers on how crew managed errors in

an inconsequential outcome. Second one is “exacerbate”

detail.

which is a flight crew response in which an error is detected but the crew action or inaction allows it to induce

3. The enhancement of LOSA

an additional error, UAS, incident or accident. The third
one is “fail to respond” which means the lack of a flight
crew response to an error because it was either ignored
or undetected [5].

1) Definitions
LOSA is a preventive safety tool that improves safety
with analyzed root cause by collecting data on threats and

About 25% of all errors are mismanaged [10]. This is

errors in the cockpit by observers who have completed

why air operators must focus enhancing the reduction of

observer training in the cockpit based on TEM frame [10].

mismanagement of errors and enhance the response of

Data extracted through LOSA are not used to assess the

pilots.

flight performance of the observed pilots, but are systematically improved on the basis of the analysis of threats

4) Error outcomes

and errors.

The outcome of the error is dependent upon the flight
crew response. LOSA considers three possible outcomes

2) Use of LOSA data

of errors depending upon crew response. First one is in-

After the implementation of LOSA, the airline organizes

consequential which means an outcome that indicates the

an improvement committee to identify problems within

alleviation of risk that was previously caused by an error.

the airline and establish countermeasures to conduct im-

Second one is UAS, an outcome in which the aircraft is

provement activities [5].

unnecessarily placed in a compromising situation that

Operators may use TEM in the aviation areas for pilots

poses an increased risk to safety. The third one is an ad-

to manage flight operations safely and effectively. TEM

ditional error which is an outcome that was the result of

can be used as a training tool, reporting tool for inci-

or is closely linked to a previous error [5].

dents, systematic observation tool, reactive analysis tool

About 6% of all errors lead to additional error and 19%
result directly in an UAS [10]. The accident or incident
may occur when pilots mismanage these outcomes of ad-

for accidents and incidents, proactive analysis tool as
Table 1 [7].
LOSA is able to provide the prevalence and management

ditional errors and UAS. In order to enhance the outcome
of human errors, the company must know these errors in
their cockpit.
5) The importance of safety culture
The safety of flight operations is influenced by professional, organizational, and national cultures. It is required
to achieve safety focusing these culture toward an organizational safety culture dealing with errors proactively
before accident occur [10]. Above all countermeasures,
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Table 1. The practical use of the threat and error management
Area

The application tool

Training

A training tool

Reporting

Reporting tool for incidents

System

Systematic observation tool

Analysis

Reactive analysis tool for accidents and incidents

Analysis

Proactive analysis tool

Adapted from the article of Federal Aviation Administration (2006;1-Apendix
5) [7].
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on TEM, and the strength and weakness of organizational

cient with newer generation aircraft in more complex en-

defense on safety. The airlines could set up safety change

vironment. The data collected form LOSA through obser-

process to improve the systems such as training, stan-

vation in the cockpit can be very useful to identify threats

dards, evaluation and safety. The airlines and air opera-

and errors in normal flights, and can provide the level of

tors may analyze the violations through LOSA data.

core competencies in Table 2 [13]. LOSA data provides
countermeasures and behavioral markers with competen-

3) Success factors for LOSA

cies which can be used for EBT. It is vital to implement

Here is the guidance of ICAO for practical LOSA imple-

LOSA to collect the pilot competencies for effective train-

mentation. ICAO recommends success factors which are

ing EBT with actual evidence. The airlines and air opera-

using third-party oversight, promoting LOSA, stressing

tors train pilots focused on weakness of crew, and they

that observations cannot be used for discipline purposes,

may not train on successful management representing

informing the regulatory authority of the proposed activ-

strength of crew as strategy and role model which are very

ity, choosing a credible observer team, using “a fly on the

important for proactive safety management and safety

wall” approach, communicating the results, and using

culture.

the data to change for practical TEM through LOSA [5].

The safety-I management focuses on the accident and

The pilots trust LOSA when this guidance is satisfied and

incidents not much on daily operations because it is fo-

quality of the data gets better once pilots accept LOSA for

cused on what went wrong. The safety-II focuses on what

practical TEM.

went right in unexpected and expected conditions. adapting to variable conditions. The normalization of proce-

4) Effective training for advanced safety with LOSA

dural violation plays a role in the culture if not improved

The ICAO has recommended evidence-based training

in proper time [14].

(EBT) program to produce safer and better trained pilots
for increasing demand and prevention of accidents. EBT

5) LOSA implemented airlines

focuses on competencies required for pilots instead of

In accordance with ICAO’s recommendation, about 85

traditional training methods based on the evidence of hull

airlines, 1 business aviation, 2 Air force organizations and

losses from early generation jets in order to mitigate a risk

9 rotary wings as in Table 3 conducted the LOSA Collab-

[12]. The EBT requires the evidence of the threats and er-

orative [15].

rors which can be collected through observation.

The Association of Asia Pacific Airlines recommended

Competencies are combination of skills, knowledge and

member airlines to participate in LOSA program and

attitudes required to perform a task to the prescribed

number of operators implementing LOSA in Asia Pacific

standard. The core competencies describe how to effec-

region is increasing as in Table 4 [13]. The comparisons

tively perform a job as in Table 2 [13].

with other operator in same region or fleets may provide

Repeating an event in a training program is not suffi-

insights on how pilots are performing TEM in the cockpit
of that airlines or operators.

Table 2. Pilot competencies
No.

Competency

1

Application of knowledge

2

Application of procedures and compliance with regulations

3

Communication

4

Airplane flight path management, automation

5

Airplane flight path management, manual control

6

Leadership and teamwork

Airlines

7

Problem solving and decision making

Business aviation

1

8

Situation awareness and management of information

Rotary wing

9

9

Workload management

Military

2

Adapted from the article of International Air Transport Association (2013;v77) [13].

Table 3. Line operation safety audit registry
Type

Number of airlines,
business aviation,
rotary wing or military
85

Adapted from the article of LOSA Collaborative (https://www.losacollaborative.
com/) [15].
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Table 4. The line operation safety audit implementing airlines in Asia
Pacific region
Country
Hong Kong

Airline
Air Hong Kong, Cathay Pacific, Cathay Dragon,
Hong Kong Express

expected and unexpected situation. The LOSA data may
provide on what went right as well as what went wrong
for proactively according to safety-II [15].
Seventh, the LOSA may provide the actual climate and
competencies of the cockpit crew with the narrations by

Japan

Air Japan, Air Nippon, ANA, Japan Airlines

Korea

Asiana, Jeju Air

Malaysia

Malaysia Airlines

Oceania-Australia

QANTAS

Oceania-New Zealand

Air New Zealand

sight, promoting LOSA, stressing that observations can-

Singapore

Silk Air, Singapore Airlines, Singapore Airlines
Cargo

not be used for discipline purposes, choosing a credible

Taiwan

China Airlines, EVA Air

observer team, using “a fly on the wall” approach, communicating the results, and using the data to change for

Adapted from the article of LOSA Collaborative (https://www.losacollaborative.
com/) [15].

the observers in detail and can be used in EBT [12].
Lastly, ICAO recommends success factors for effective
LOSA implementation, these are using third-party over-

practical TEM through LOSA [5].
The TEM is a useful new way of teaching pilots about
the construction, perception and management of risk.

Ⅲ. RESULTS
This study discussed the enhancement of pilot error
management and implementation of LOSA. ICAO, FAA
and other aviation safety experts recommend why and
how to improve human errors and LOSA as follows:
First, ICAO recommended pilot must manage threat and
errors to maintain safety margins on daily operation [5].
Air operators should use TEM as a training tool, reporting
tool for incidents, systematic observation tool, reactive
analysis tool for accidents and incidents, proactive analysis tool [7].
Second, the air operators should focus on the detection of errors because 25% of all errors are mismanaged
[10]. Pilots should be trained to avoid and trap errors with
evidence on their environment. LOSA may provide the
detection of TEM data in detail.
Third, the air operators should know actual errors in
detail in order to prevent errors in their fleet operations.
The average procedural errors are 50%, aircraft handling
errors are 33% and communication errors are 17% of errors [10]. LOSA may provide data on type of errors in detail.
Fourth, air operators should pay attention to procedural
violations and safety climate in the cockpit [14]. It is easier in the initial stage to improve procedures and training.
LOSA may provide data on violations in detail.
Fifth, ICAO recommends Air operators to implement
LOSA as proactive tool for SMS requires the statistical
data on TEM daily in-flight operations [5].
Sixth, air operators should focus on what went right in
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These are another ways for instructors and pilots turn risk
and failures into accountable competence of flight crew
performance into systems for improvement and training
[16]. It is strongly recommended for air operator to implement LOSA as ICAO Doc 9803 and Doc 9859 suggest to
understand threats and human errors in the cockpit and
enhance error management.
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